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Integrate market demand forecast and
demand-pull replenishment to improve
the inventory management
effectiveness of wafer fabrication
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Abstract
The characteristics of the semiconductor industry are short product life cycle, lumpy demand, long lead time, and so on.
Theory of constraint suggests a simple replenishment policy to effectively manage supply chain inventory by a demand-
pull approach combined with buffer management. However, a demand-pull approach sometimes causes out of stock
when the products have lumpy demand. In order to effectively solve this issue, this article integrated market demand
forecast information and demand-pull replenishment to improve the inventory management effectiveness of wafer fabri-
cation. An integrated circuit design house provides actual demand per week and market forecast information to the
wafer fab. Wafer fab uses inventory buffer to meet customer demand and adjust inventory quantity according to market
forecast information and demand-pull replenishment policy. A case of a wafer product that has been drawn from a pro-
fessional wafer foundry company located in Taiwan is presented to further illustrate the proposed approach. After com-
paring the result that was obtained from the proposed approach with the traditional demand-pull method, it was found
that the proposed approach helps keep high service levels and avoid being out of stock.
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Introduction

Under the influence of the trend of globalization, there
is an increasingly close cooperation between enterprises.
Influence between the raw material supplier, manufac-
turer, wholesaler, and retailer in the process of raw
materials to end items has been deeper for each other.
Therefore, a business should consider the internal profit
and must pursue profit maximization of the supply
chain. From the perspective of the supply chain, when
an end customer purchases a product, the demand
order information transmits from downstream retailer
to upstream raw material suppliers. This shows that the
demand information is critical factor in supply chain.
However, information transfer delays and alterations
will cause the demand variation to be progressively
larger in the process of pass messages, called the bull-
whip effect. In order to avoid being out of stock, every
member will keep enough safety stock for demand var-
iation and uncertainty.

Holding enough inventories can avoid being out of
stock, but too many inventories will cause the problem

of a backlog of funds and excess inventory costs,
becoming a burden on the entire supply chain. The
main products of the semiconductor supply chain for
an integrated circuit (IC) and its manufacturing process
are quite complex and involve cooperation between
members of the supply chain. The IC production pro-
cess mainly includes the following five stages: IC
design, wafer fabrication, wafer probing, assembly, and
final test. Figure 1 shows the production process of the
semiconductor supply chain.

In the traditional supply chain collaboration model,
IC design companies usually estimate the annual
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market demand and advance notice to a wafer fab to
retain their capacity, arrange production schedule plan-
ning, and then place an order with the wafer fab
according to the actual market situation. After com-
pleted production, the wafer fab will be transported to
an assembly and testing company according to the
requirements of IC design companies. This process
needs to be upstream and downstream of the supply
chain for closer cooperation and integration to let the
whole supply chain have a strong competitive advan-
tage. However, IC design companies face short product
life cycles, long lead time, lack of capacity, and so on.
These factors are likely resulting in out-of-stock supply
chains and thus the loss of sales opportunities.
Therefore, IC design companies may inflate demand to
ensure the wafer fab capacity. In this way, it will cause
a wafer fab to bear the risk of overcapacity and idle
machines. On the other hand, market demand variation
generates trouble. IC design companies will continue to
submit a large number of orders when the market
demand surges and will cause the delayed wafer fab
delivery. When market demand declines, the IC design
companies are unwilling to burden inventory, causing
delayed wafer fab pickup. Therefore, wafer fabs will
manufacture according to own experience and capacity
rather than orders.

The past practice of the wafer fab is based on
demand forecasts to determine the production quan-
tity. However, it will cause the inventory to be too high
or out of stock of wafer fabs because of inaccurate
forecasts. In order to pursue profit maximization of the
semiconductor supply chain, Goldratt and Cox1 first
proposed the concept of theory of constraints (TOC);
they believe that every enterprise has its own pursuit of
the goal. The idea of TOC is to ‘‘break through the key
bottlenecks to maximize efficiency.’’ Many works
applied TOC to probe the related issues of the semicon-
ductor supply chain, such as that by Wu et al.,2 who
proposed an enhanced simulation model for a TOC
supply chain replenishment system under capacity con-
straint. The enhanced model is developed on the basis
of minimum capacity loss and minimum replenishment
quantity. Therefore, the enterprise can find out suitable
adjusting buffer times, revising ratios with different
product properties and industries when the strategy
actually applies. Hung et al.3 constructed a decision
support system to assist decision makers to determine
appropriate parameters when using demand-pull
replenishment policy. Tyan et al.4 applied TOC to
develop a state-dependent dispatch rule to improve
multisystem performances with fixed station resources
in wafer fabrication. Furthermore, Hsieh and Hou5

proposed a production-flow-value-based job dispatch-
ing rule by the TOC for wafer fabrication. This study
derives a TOC cost estimation method to estimate the
cost of the work-in-process wafer. Due to its simple yet
robust methodology, a great deal of the academic liter-
ature6–8 has focussed on TOC methods.

When enterprises face uncertainty in the future, they
usually use forecast to assess the results. They hope to
draw up plans from uncertainty forecasts to lower risk
in the future. The concept, using the latest information
to revise forecasts by time advancing to increase the
accuracy rate of forecasts, is called rolling forecast.
Rolling forecast can modify forecasts by market infor-
mation and promote the reactive capability of enter-
prises for customer demand. Perry and Sohal9 thought
that one significant function of sharing forecast and
sales data is that the upstream and downstream in a
supply chain can communicate more closely.

Many studies explored the issue of replenishment
planning and safety stock in the past. Dellaert and
Jeunet10 provided an alternative repair procedure to
safety stock policies for a multilevel rolling schedule
problem. Jeunet11 thought that actual demand is uncer-
tain and assumed that forecast error is a normal distri-
bution. The forecast error is increasing with time; in
other words, if forecast period is farther than the cur-
rent period, the forecast error is greater. However, no
analysis was given to study the effect of market demand
forecast information on the inventory management of
wafer fabrication. Therefore, this article proposed a
novel replenishment model—integrated market demand
forecast (offered by customer) and demand-pull replen-
ishment policy—to improve the inventory management
effectiveness of wafer fabrication. Moreover, this article
also simulated and compared the results for demand-
pull replenishment using and not using market forecast
information according to different demand patterns
and different forecast errors.

The remaining article is organized as follows: In sec-
tion ‘‘Literature review,’’ traditional replenishment pol-
icy, supply chain coordination, and TOC are presented
and discussed. Section ‘‘Methodology’’ presents the
proposed approach, which integrates market demand
forecast and demand-pull replenishment to improve the
inventory management effectiveness of wafer fabrica-
tion. A real case of a wafer product is adopted and dif-
ferent demand patterns are simulated; then, this article
compares the differences of average stock and service
levels between demand-pull with market forecast infor-
mation and original demand-pull policy in section
‘‘Case study.’’ Finally, Section ‘‘Conclusion’’ concludes
this article.

wafer 
fabricationIC design wafer 

probing assembly final test market

Figure 1. Production process of the semiconductor supply chain.
IC: integrated circuit.
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Literature review

Replenishment policy

In the past, most companies used (s, Q), (s, S), (R, S),
and (R, s, S) replenishment policies to maintain inven-
tory levels to meet customer demand.

(s, S) policy. When the inventory position is less than or
equal to the reorder point (s), then ask for replenish-
ment to bring it up to the upper limit S. However, the
replenishment quantity is variable per period; it is easy
to increase the upstream fluctuations in demand. In this
policy, the reorder point (s) and upper limit (S) are key
factors of replenishment policy. Many studies reviewed
reorder point (s) and upper limit (S) in the past, such
as Archibald and Silver,12 who developed recursive for-
mulae to calculate the cost for any pair (s, S) and deter-
mine the optimal s and S. Mak et al.13 proposed the
analysis of optimal opportunistic replenishment policies
for inventory systems using a (s, S) model with a maxi-
mum issue quantity restriction to avoid being out of
stock.

(s, Q) policy. When inventory position is less than the
reorder point (s) in any time, then ask for replenish-
ment; the replenishment quantity is Q. This policy is
easy to understand and operate, and demand is more
stable for an upstream factory. But in case of huge
demand variation, it cannot respond instantly.
Natarajan and Goyal14 reported the minimum total
expected cost to determine the safety stock and Q and
discussed how to set safety stock and interpreted a cor-
relation between s and Q.

(R, S) policy. It checks inventory level at a fixed period R
and asks for replenishment to bring it up to the upper
limit S. Although it is easy to operate, it is easy to cause
out-of-stock conditions when total demand is larger
than the upper limit S at period R.

(R, s, S) policy. This policy is mixed by (s, S) and (R, S).
It checks inventory level at a fixed period R; if the
inventory position is less than the reorder point (s), then
ask for replenishment to bring it up to the upper limit
S; if inventory position is more than the reorder point
(s), then check inventory position after next period R. A
number of works in the literature15–17 have been carried
out searching for the optimal parameters. Babai et al.18

compared heuristic search methods by a practical case
of an electronic manufacturing company and found
that the search method proposed by Naddor17 was able
to minimize the total cost.

Supply chain coordination

Currently, working on the supply chain coordination
between supplier and manufacturer has progressed

rapidly. The critical issue of the supply chain is the
coordination between a manufacturing firm and its
supplier. In order to sustain the partnership between
supplier and manufacturers, the coordination should
enhance the profitability of not only the manufacturer,
but also the suppliers.19 Barbarosoglu20 developed a
decision support tool that can be used by a supplier in
making realistic production, sales, and price decisions
in a supply chain environment. The main emphasis on
buyer purchasing requisition cost should be shared by
the buyers and the supplier to satisfy supplier profit
and buyer cost reduction expectations simultaneously.
Kayis et al.21 have proven that the vertical integration
of the tier 1 and 2 suppliers will increase the manufac-
turer’s expected profit. Li et al.22 proposed a dynamic
contract problem for managing critical suppliers using
business volume incentives to explore a repeated game
between a manufacturer and two competing suppliers.
They used a performance-based contract to deal with
the contract design between supplier and manufactur-
ers. Supply chain partnership implies that the raw
material supplier, manufacturer, wholesaler, and retai-
ler need to combine their information to form a single
shared demand forecast to pursue profit maximization
of the supply chain.23–24

TOC

TOC was proposed by Goldratt and Cox.1 We believe
that every enterprise has its own pursuit of the goal.
Every system has at least one constraint factor, called
the bottleneck. This concept of TOC is to ‘‘break
through the key bottlenecks to maximize efficiency.’’
Enterprises should utilize limited resources in the most
important position to eliminate the system constraint
factors and optimize benefit.

TOC believes that conflicts exist in enterprises from
a supply chain and distribution perspective. The supply
chain should achieve the lowest cost or total inventory
level to successfully execute inventory management and
sell most products as much as possible to obtain the
largest profit. However, achieving the lowest cost or
total inventory level requires one to prepare a smaller
inventory; but, to sell maximum of a product or to
avoid out-of-stock situations a bigger inventory is
needed—a conflict happens. Goldratt and Cox1 believe
that most people have the wrong intuition to look for a
way to compromise when a conflict happens. But a
compromise cannot achieve the objective and instead
diverges from the original objective. Therefore, a good
solution should find the assumption behind the conflict
and break the assumption to bring up the win–win
solution.25

Demand-pull replenishment. In terms of supply instability,
Goldratt and Cox1 believed that large order quantities
and production are major reasons of elongated replen-
ishment cycles and cause supply instability. Therefore,
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they proposed that ‘‘lower lot size’’ and ‘‘increase (of)
replenishment frequency’’ shorten lead time and lower
total inventory. This practice is a challenge of manage-
ment conception for suppliers who are accustomed to
large product lot sizes and pursue high capacity. In
fact, increase of the replenishment frequency will cause
raised in-transit stock and relative on-hand inventory
reduction.

Fisher et al.26 thought that the demands are more
close to the upstream and the total forecast error will
be lower and more accurate. Therefore, the inventory
should be placed where demand collection is as far as
possible in the midstream or upstream suppliers in the
supply chain. Regional warehouses or retailers only
need to prepare adequate inventories to meet demand
in lead time. Furthermore, a supply chain should
change operating models from push based to pull
based. The downstream places an order with the
upstream according to the number of actual sales.
Upstream adjusts according to the actual demand of
downstream to production and maintains the appropri-
ate inventory.

When a customer purchases a product, the retailer
places an order to the distributor according to the buf-
fer consumption per period, and the distributor uses
established buffer shipments to retailers and places an
order with the supplier according to the number of
actual sales. Then, the supplier provides inventory to
the distributor and production according to the con-
sumption of inventories per period. It can reduce the
lead time.

Buffer management. In addition to the demand-pull
replenishment policy, TOC provides buffer manage-
ment to respond to long-term demand variation. Buffer
management refers to the members of the supply chain
to establish an inventory buffer and uses the inventory
buffer to meet customer demand. Per period is in accor-
dance with the concept ‘‘demand quantity is equal to
replenishment quantity’’ for replenishment. It divides
buffers into red (rush), yellow (warning), and green
(neglect) zones; each zone is one-third of a buffer. It
indicates a different inventory status and periodically
monitors the inventory level. When inventory level is in
the red zone for a long time, it means the buffer is too
low and will be out of stock easily; one should rush or
raise the buffer. When inventory level is in the yellow
zone, one should replenish normally and monitor con-
tinuously, and when inventory level is in the green zone
for a long time, it means that inventory is sufficient and
the buffer may be too high; one should decrease the
buffer. Buffer management can keep inventory at a fit
level without going out of stock.25

Buffer management has three important decision
parameters: (1) the size of the initial inventory buffer,
(2) timing for adjusting the buffer, and (3) size for
adjusting the buffer. The diagram of demand-pull with
buffer management is shown in Figure 2.

Throughput-dollar-days. When the company or depart-
ment is out of stock, the company’s credit is impaired,
and the damage is greater with a long out-of-stock
period. Hence, throughput-dollar-days (TDD) surveys
the performance of replenishment policy from a reliabil-
ity point of view. When the company or department
due date of promised delivery cannot be reached, count-
ing TDD expresses the degree of customer dissatisfac-
tion. The computing formula is value of throughput 3

number of delayed days.

Inventory-dollar-days. When the company or department
begins to accumulate inventories, it also begins to gen-
erate related cost. Hence, inventory-dollar-days (IDD)
represents a measure of the inventory level of the com-
pany or department from an efficiency point of view.
When the inventories begin to accumulate, counting
IDD expresses the efficiency of a company. The com-
puting formula is value of inventory 3 total residence
time that inventory is parked in the warehouse.

Methodology

Difficulty of replenishment management arises because
of characteristics, such as short life cycle, large demand
variation, and long lead time in the semiconductor
industry. This article suggests that the wafer fabrication
factory uses market forecast information of demand-
pull replenishment to manage supply chain inventory.
IC design companies provide actual weekly demand
and market forecast information for the next few weeks
to the wafer fabrication factory. Wafer fabrication fac-
tories calculate the lead time of expected inventory
according to the actual weekly demand and market
forecast information. If replenishment was in total
accordance with forecast, they may be out of stock
because of an incorrect forecast. Demand-pull replen-
ishment can effectively reduce inventory and shorten
replenishment time, but they may be out of stock when
facing a larger demand variation. Then, integrating
market demand forecast information and demand-pull
replenishment can maintain a certain service level and
avoid being out of stock.

Inventory
level

TimeRaise buffer

Lower buffer

Figure 2. Diagram of demand-pull with buffer management.
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Demand-pull replenishment

Demand-pull replenishment policy constructs a buffer
to meet customer demand in a warehouse at the initial
period, and customers actually demand consumption
as the replenishment quantity. In an unadjusted buffer
situation, the buffer (in-transit inventory + inventory)
is fixed. In this model, the ith buffer Ti is expressed as
follows

Ti =SRi +OHi ð1Þ

SRi expresses the in-transit inventory, and OHi is the
inventory level in the ith period. The inventory level
formula is

OHi =OHi�1 +FGi �Di ð2Þ

FGi is quantity received, and Di expresses actual
demand.

Demand-pull replenishment policy coordination
buffers management to adjust the buffer: divide buffer
into red, yellow, and green zones. According to state
records of the inventory level (OHi), consecutive phases
are located in the red zone (ri) or green zone (gi). Then,
based on the preset, adjust the number and ratio to
adjust inventory buffer. Related parameters are defined
in the following.

r: red zone reactor, r 2 N. Red zone reactor (r) is used to
record and assess timing of raising the buffer. While
inventory level is in the red zone for r periods continu-
ously, it indicates that it was the timing of raising the
buffer.

g: green zone reactor, g 2 N. Green zone reactor (g) is
used to record and assess the timing of lowering the
buffer. While inventory level is in the green zone for g
periods continuously, it indicates that it was the timing
of lowering the buffer.

IT: enlarge proportion, IT 2 R+. Enlarge proportion (IT)
is used to represent that the margin of buffer requires
raising. While inventory level is the timing of raising the
buffer, buffer rises to 1 + IT times.

DT: reduce proportion, DT 2 R+. Reduce proportion
(DT) is used to represent that the margin of buffer
requires lowering. While inventory level is the timing of
lowering the buffer, buffer lowers to 1 2DT times.

When inventory level (OHi) is continuous in the red
zone (ri) to reach the red zone reactor (r), then raise
buffer and replenishment quantity; if inventory level is
in the yellow zone, then replenishment is accordance
with customer consumption. While inventory level
(OHi) is continuous in the green zone (gi) to reach the
green zone reactor (g), then lower the buffer and stop
replenishment.

Synthesizing the above description, replenishment
quantity of period ith, Oi can be expressed as

Oi =
0 if OHi .

2
3
Ti and gi = g

Di if 2
3
Ti5OHi5 1

3
Ti

Di + I3Ti if OHi \ 1
3
Ti and ri = r

8<
: ð3Þ

Integrate market forecast information and
demand-pull replenishment

This article constructs a demand-pull replenishment policy
with market forecast information for large demand varia-
tion and long lead time product. Customer uses actual
consumption and weekly market forecast information for
future periods delivered to the warehouse. The warehouse
uses the inventory buffer to meet customer needs and
decide replenishment quantity according to market fore-
cast information and demand-pull replenishment policy.

After the warehouse obtains the demand market
forecast information, it will construct an initial inven-
tory buffer based on market forecast information sup-
plied by customers and weights set by managers. Then,
every replenishment order from the warehouse equals
actual customer demand per period. The warehouse
monitors inventory level by demand-pull replenishment
and buffer management and adjusts the buffer accord-
ing to inventory level simultaneously. If inventory level
OHi is lower than one-third of buffer Ti and ri = r, it
means that inventory is too low and out of stock may
happen in the future. Increase replenishment 1 + IT to
avoid being out of stock in the future. If inventory level
is larger than two-thirds of buffer Ti and the number of
periods in the green zone continuously gi = g, it means
inventory is too high. It should lower replenishment
until reducing the sum of the replenishment quantityP

Di to reach the amount of buffer DT3Ti.
If the inventory level does not reach the timing of rais-

ing or lowering, calculate the expected inventory after
one lead time according to market forecast information,
which is viewing market forecast information as actual
customer demand. Set FOHi,j and calculate jth period of
expected inventory at ith period; FOHi,j is calculated as

FOHi, j =
OHi +FGj � Fi, j if j= i+1
FOHi�1, j +FGj � Fi, j if j. i+1

�
ð4Þ

After calculating expected inventory, raise or lower
inventory according to the expected inventory. The pol-
icies of adjusting replenishment by the expected inven-
tory are as follows:

1. When inventory level is in the yellow zone and
expected inventory is out of stock, raise replenish-
ment quantity.

If expected inventory after one lead time is minus, it
indicates that out of stock may happen in the future;
then raise replenishment quantity as ‘‘current actual
demand + forecast volume of out of stock +
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one-third of inventory buffer’’ for raising expected
inventory to yellow zone. Assume ESi,j expresses
increased replenishment quantity for jth period at ith
period. Therefore, ESi,j can be represented as

ESi, j=
FSi, j +

1

3
Ti if FOHi, i+LT \ 0

0 if FOHi, i+LT50

(
ð5Þ

FSi,j represents forecast volume of out of stock for jth
period at ith period, expressed as

FSi, j =
�FOHi, i+LT if FOHi, i+LT \ 0
0 if FOHi, i+LT50

�
ð6Þ

Assume TESk is total adjustment replenishment
quantity, which expresses sum of increase or decrease
of replenishment quantity, and TESk represents

TESk =

0 if k=1

TESk�1 +ESk�LT, k if k. 1 and FOHk�LT, k \ 0

TESk�1 �Dk if FOHk, k+LT .
1

2
Tk

TESk�1 �Dk if
1

2
Tk .FOHk, k+LT .

1

3
Tk and TESk�1 . 0

TESk�1 +
1

3
Tk � FOHk, k+LT

� �
if

1

3
Tk .FOHk, k+LT and TESk�1 \ 0

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

ð7Þ

2. When inventory level is in the yellow zone and
calculated expected inventory is more than half of the
inventory buffer, lower replenishment quantity.

3. When inventory level is in the yellow zone and cal-
culated expected inventory is between one-third
and half of the inventory buffer, and total adjust-
ment replenishment quantity (TESk2 1) at the pre-
ceding period is greater than 0, lower
replenishment quantity. On the other hand, if total
adjustment replenishment quantity (TESk2 1) at
the preceding period is less than or equal to 0, the
current replenishment is in accordance with the
actual customer demand replenishment.

4. When inventory level is in the yellow zone and calcu-
lated expected inventory is located in the red zone,
total adjustment replenishment quantity (TESk2 1)
at the preceding period is less than 0; raise replenish-
ment quantity.

When inventory level is in yellow zone and forecast
inventory is higher than one-second of inventory buf-
fer, then lower replenishment, and volume of lowering
equals current customer demand. That is, if forecast
inventory after one lead time is higher than one-second
of inventory buffer, the current replenishment is 0 and
utilize equations (3) to (7) to count lowering volume
into total revised replenishment.

This phenomenon indicates that lower replenishment
quantity may cause out of stock in the future, so raise
replenishment quantity; the additional volume is
1/3Tk2FOHk,k+LT and then calculate TESk by equation
(4). If expected inventory is located in the red zone but total
adjustment replenishment quantity (TESk) is greater than
or equal to 0, the current replenishment is in accordance
with the actual customer demand replenishment.

Therefore, adjusted replenishment quantity by mar-
ket forecast information O0i is expressed as follows

O0i =

0 if FOHi, j+LT .
1

2
Ti

0 if
1

2
Tk .FOHi, j+LT .

1

3
Ti \ TESk . 0

Di if
1

2
Ti5FOHi, j+LT5

1

3
Ti \ TESk40

Di if
1

3
Ti5FOHi, j+LT50 \ TESk50

Di +
1

3
T� FOHi, j+LT if

1

3
Ti5FOHi, j+LT50 \ TESk \ 0

Di +FSi, j +
1

3
Ti if 0.FOHi, j+LT

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð8Þ

Procedure of the proposed approach

The flow chart of integrating market demand
forecast and demand-pull replenishment is shown in
Figure 3; the procedure of the proposed approach is as
follows:

Step 1. Calculate inventory level by equation (2).
Step 2. According to the inventory level (OHi), decide

whether to adjust inventory buffer (Ti).
1. If inventory level is in the red zone continu-

ously for r period, raise the inventory buf-
fer. The replenishment quantity is set to Oi

= Di+Ti 3 IT in the current period. Then
go to step 4.
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2. If inventory level is in the green zone con-
tinuously for g period, lower the inventory
buffer. Then go to step 4.

3. If inventory level is in the yellow zone, the
inventory buffer does not need to adjust.
Then go to step 3.

Step 3. Calculate expected inventory FOHi,i+LT by
equation (4) according to market forecast
information to decide whether to adjust replen-
ishment quantity.
1. If FOHi,i+LT is lower than 0, then the

replenishment quantity is set to Oi =
Di+FSi,j+ 1/3Ti in the current period.

2. If FOHi,i+LT is larger than 1/2 Ti, then
the replenishment quantity is set to Oi = 0
in the current period. Calculate the total
adjustment replenishment quantity (TESi)
in the current period by equation (7).

3. If FOHi,i+LT is between 1/2 Ti and 1/3 Ti

and total adjustment replenishment quantity
in the preceding period (TESi21) is larger
than 0, then the replenishment quantity is set
to Oi = 0 in the current period. Calculate
the total adjustment replenishment quantity
(TESi) in the current period by equation (7).

4. If FOHi,i+LT is between 1/2 Ti and 1/3 Ti

and total adjustment replenishment quantity
in the preceding period (TESi 21) is less than
or equal to 0, then the replenishment quan-
tity is set to Oi = Di. Calculate the total
adjustment replenishment quantity (TESi)
in the current period by equation (7).

5. If FOHi,i+LT is in the red zone and total
adjustment replenishment quantity in the
preceding period (TESi 21) is greater than
or equal to 0, then the replenishment quan-
tity is set to Oi = Di.

6. If FOHi,i+LT is in the red zone and total
adjustment replenishment quantity in the
preceding period (TESi 21) is less than 0,
then the replenishment quantity is set to Oi

= Di+ (1/3 3Ti2FOHi,i+LT) in the cur-
rent period.

Step 4. Send out replenishment needs.

Related performance measurement indicators

Average stock. It represents average stock in a warehouse
every period, calculated as

Average stock=

Pk
i=1

OHi

k
ð9Þ

Service level. It represents the level of satisfied demand
for assessing the out of stock, calculated as

Service level= 1�
P

SiP
Di

� �
3 100% ð10Þ

where Si represents the out of stock per period when
inventory level cannot satisfy demand, calculated as

Si =
0 if OHi50
�OHi if OHi \ 0

�
ð11Þ

Case study

In this section, this article uses a real case of a wafer
product that was drawn from a professional wafer
foundry company (A Company), which is well known
for wafer foundry in Taiwan, to demonstrate the pro-
posed approach. This article compares differences of
average stock and service levels between demand-pull
with market forecast information and original demand-
pull policy.

Overview

The data are supplied from A company, which contain
the product demand information with customer fore-
cast from October 2009 to April 2010 (27 weeks).
Related properties of this product are as follows

1. Replenishment lead time is 9 weeks.
2. The replenishment cycle is 1 week.
3. Allow backorder.
4. The factory does not allow crashing.
5. Assume initial inventory buffer is within the lead

time of replenishment, which is the product of the
maximum amount of the forecast demand pro-
vided by the customer (weeks 1–9 in this case) and
replenishment lead time.

6. The initial preheating time is 9 weeks for the ware-
house having sufficient time to construct initial
inventory buffer.

7. The setting parameters of demand-pull are
assumed such that the red zone reactor (r) is 1 and
green zone reactor (g) is 1, and both the enlarge
proportion and reduce proportion are 0.33.

Data analysis

This article analyzes 27 weeks of real product demand
supplied by A company and weekly market forecast
information provided by customers of A company. The
product average demand is 1064, and standard error is
567.82. Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of
market forecast information is 31.95%. Through analy-
sis and calculation, average stock of unused market
forecast information is 2282 and service level is only
82.91%, but average stock of used market forecast
information rises to 5531 and service level increases to
99.86%. The comparative diagram for inventory in the
simulated case is shown in Figure 4. This diagram indi-
cates that integrating market demand forecast informa-
tion and demand-pull replenishment can avoid being
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out of stock after 15 weeks by keeping enough
inventories.

Simulation of the demand pattern

Simulation of the demand. General product demand pat-
tern is divided into no trend or seasonality, only seaso-
nal fluctuation, seasonal fluctuation and a positive
trend, seasonal fluctuation and a negative trend, and
mix trend. Zhao et al.27 proposed a demand model, as
shown in equation (12)

Demandt = base+ slope3 t+ season

3 sin
2p

season cycle
3 t

� �
+ noise3 snormal

ð12Þ

The base is base quantity demanded; slope expresses
demand index for long-term upward or downward
trend; season indicates volatility of the seasonal cycle;
season cycle is the time of season cycles, which is the
number of periods between two demand peaks; noise
means the degree of variation of short-term demand;
and snormal is a standard normal random number,
which is between 23.0 and +3.0.

This article used equation (12) to generate rando-
mized demand, and simulated time t is 104 periods.
Table 1 represents settings of the demand model, and
Figure 5 represents simulated demands generated from
Table 1. This article probed six different trends of
demand patterns: steady trend, upward trend, down-
ward trend, steady seasonal trend, upward seasonal
trend, and downward seasonal trend and used

short-term fluctuations (noise) to control the size of the
demand variability.

Market forecast information. This article used the rolling
forecast as a reference for replenishment planning per
period. Because longer forecast time causes lower fore-
cast accuracy, this article only takes replenishment lead
time of forecast information as the basis for calculating
expected inventory. Assuming that the bias follows a
normal distribution and considering being farther away
from the actual demand values will cause a greater var-
iation of the predictive value. Therefore, this article
used distance actual demand days and replenishment
lead time proportion as the weights. The formula of
forecast information can be expressed as shown in
equation (13)

Fi, j =Dj6
j� i

LT
3N(m,s) ð13Þ

Fi,j expresses forecast jth period at ith period. Because
the bias is influenced by the distance actual demand
days, longer forecast days caused greater differences
between forecast values and actual values. For exam-
ple, assume replenishment lead time is 9 weeks; then,
the predictive value of week 10 at week 1 is
F1, 10 =D106((10� 1)=9)3N(m,s), and the predictive
value of week 10 at week 5 is F5, 10 =D106

((10� 5)=9)3N(m,s).
The MAPE is used to measure the accuracy of the

forecast demands from the actual demands and is

Figure 4. Comparative diagram for inventory in simulated case.

Table 1. Settings of demand model.

Situation Base Slope Season Season cycle Noise

1. Steady trend 100 0 0 26 10
2. Upward trend 100 1 0 26 10
3. Downward trend 100 21 0 26 10
4. Steady seasonal trend 100 0 30 26 10
5. Upward seasonal trend 100 1 30 26 10
6. Downward seasonal trend 100 21 30 26 10
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defined by equation (14). At represents actual value
and Ft is the forecast value in period t

MAPE=

P At�Ftj j
At

n
3 100% ð14Þ

Due to the rolling forecast to update the predictive
value per period, this article applied planning replenish-
ment quantity to see predictive value and the distance
from the actual demand replenishment lead time before
the predictive value as the basis for calculating. The
formula of MAPE can be expressed as shown in
equation (15)

MAPE=

P Dt�Ft�LT, tj j
Dt

n
3 100% ð15Þ

Dt expresses actual demand at t period, and Ft2LT,t

expresses predictive value of t period at t2LT period.
For example, Table 2 is an instance of rolling forecast.
Row 2 in this table represents predictive values of week
10 at every week, and predictive value of week 10 at
week 10 indicates actual demand at week 11.

MAPE value can be calculated by the predictive
value and the actual demand from Table 2

MAPE=

451�734j j
451 + 820�2409j j

820 + 1747�2758j j
1747

3
3 100%=104:8%

It represents that the predictive value is higher than the
actual demand by an average of 104.8%.

Simulated data analysis. Numerical results are determined
by the assumptions concerning the model parameters.28

Figure 5. Line chart of simulated demand.
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Therefore, this article used differentMAPEs (sensitivity
analysis) to compare average stock and service level.

Situation 1: steady trend. Figure 6(a) represents
demand and the forecast line chart under the steady
trend generated by equation (12). The solid line in this
figure is the actual demand line chart, demand base
value base is 100, the noise of short-term demand varia-
tion is set to 10, average demand is 109.74, and stan-
dard variation is 50.81. The dotted line is the market
forecast demand line chart, and MAPE of market

forecast information is 100%. In such a demand and
forecast accuracy, average stock for using market fore-
cast information is 896 and service level is 100%; aver-
age stock for not using market forecast information is
943 and service level is 100%. The average stock for
not using market forecast information is higher than
using market forecast information. Figure 6(b) is a
comparison diagram for demand-pull replenishment
using and not using market forecast information of a
steady trend. The dotted line is an inventory line chart
of not using market forecast information, and the solid

Figure 6. (a) Forecast line chart and (b) inventory comparison of the steady trend.

Table 2. Example of rolling forecast.

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

.

10 734 842 48 572 302 95 485 453 462 451

11 2409 1818 1712 1249 1275 1008 799 851 789 820

12 2758 2793 3117 3063 2710 2583 2062 1845 1728 1747
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line is an inventory line chart of using market forecast
information. In this figure, the demand-pull replenish-
ment can control inventory in the yellow zone effec-
tively in the steady demand, to avoid excessively high
or low amounts of inventory. Using market forecast
information can reflect market demand more rapidly,
and it only requires lower inventory than when not
using market forecast information.

Table 3 is an average stock comparison table for
using market forecast information and not using mar-
ket forecast information in different forecast accuracies.
The service levels of using market forecast information
and not using market forecast information are both
100%. Besides, initial inventory buffer amount is estab-
lished based on forecast information of period 1. From
Table 3, we can see that using market forecast informa-
tion can keep lower average stock in different forecast
accuracies.

Situation 2: upward trend. Figure 7(a) represents
demand and the forecast line chart under the upward
trend generated by equation (12). The solid line in this
figure is actual demand line chart; demand base value
base is 100 and demand increased one unit per
period with the time; the noise of short-term demand
variation is set to 10; average demand is 227.83; and
standard variation is 104.28. The dotted line is a mar-
ket forecast demand line chart, and MAPE of market
forecast information is 102%. In such a demand and
forecast accuracy, average stock for using market fore-
cast information is 1714; average stock for not using
market forecast information is 1868, and both service
levels equal 100%. Figure 7(b) is a comparison diagram
for demand-pull replenishment using and not using
market forecast information of an upward trend. In
this figure, the demand-pull replenishment using fore-
cast information almost keeps the same or lower inven-
tory than when not using market forecast information
in the upward trend.

Average stock comparison table for using and not
using market forecast information of the upward trend
is shown in Table 4. The service levels of using and not
using market forecast information are both 100%.
From Table 4, we can see that using market forecast
information can keep lower average stock in a different
forecast accuracy.

Situation 3: downward trend. Figure 8(a) represents
demand and the forecast line chart under the

downward trend generated by equation (12). The solid
line in this figure is the actual demand line chart;
demand base value base is 100 and demand decreased
one unit per period with the time; the noise of short-
term demand variation is set to 10; average demand is
179.79; and standard variation is 87.2. The dotted line
is a market forecast demand line chart, and MAPE of
market forecast information is 100%. In such a demand
and forecast accuracy, average stock for using market
forecast information is 1944; average stock for not
using market forecast information is 2262, and both
service levels equal 100%. Figure 8(b) is a comparison
diagram for demand-pull replenishment using and not
using market forecast information of a downward
trend. In this figure, the demand-pull replenishment of
not using market forecast information causes slight
increase of inventory because of decline in demand at
the last period, and using market forecast information
keeps lower inventory in the downward trend.

Table 5 is an average stock comparison table for
using and not using market forecast information in a
different forecast accuracy. The service levels of using
and not using market forecast information are both
100%. From Table 5, we can see that using market
forecast information can keep lower average stock in a
different forecast accuracy and can reduce average
stock about 10% in a larger forecast error.

Situation 4: steady seasonal trend. Figure 9(a) is the
demand and the forecast line chart under the steady
seasonal trend generated by equation (12). The solid
line in this figure is actual demand line chart, demand
base value base is 100, amplitude of the season
cycle variable is 30, cycle time is 26 weeks, the noise of
short-term demand variation is set to 10, average
demand is 102.11, and standard variation is 21.74. The
dotted line is market forecast demand line chart, and
MAPE of market forecast information is 100%. In
such a demand and forecast accuracy, average stock
for using market forecast information is 1291; average
stock for not using market forecast information is
1348, and both service levels equal 100%. Figure 9(b) is
a comparison diagram for demand-pull replenishment
using and not using market forecast information of the
steady seasonal trend. In this figure, the demand-pull
replenishment using forecast information reduces
the demand quantity before reducing the inventory buf-
fer and keeps inventory lower at the steady seasonal
trend.

Table 3. Average stock comparison for using and not using market forecast information of the steady trend.

MAPE 0% 50% 100% 150% 200% 250% 300%

1. Not using market forecast information 624 723 943 988 925 1141 1583
2. Using market forecast information 471 695 896 944 918 1119 1471
(1)�(2)

(1) 3100% 78.4% 3.9% 5.0% 4.5% 0.7% 1.9% 7.1%

MAPE: mean absolute percentage error.
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Average stock comparison table for using and not
using market forecast information of the steady seaso-
nal trend is shown in Table 6. The service levels of using
and not using market forecast information are both
100%. From Table 6, we can see that using market
forecast information can keep average stock lower in a
different forecast accuracy.

Situation 5: upward seasonal trend. Figure 10(a) is the
demand and the forecast line chart under the upward
seasonal trend. The solid line in this figure is the actual
demand line chart, demand base value base is 100, and

demand increases one unit per period with the time.
Amplitude of the season cycle variable is 30, cycle time
is 26 weeks, the noise of short-term demand variation is
set to 10, average demand is 152.71, and standard var-
iation is 35.17. The dotted line is the market forecast
demand line chart, and MAPE of market forecast
information is 103%. In such a demand and
forecast accuracy, average stock for using market fore-
cast information is 1816; average stock for not using
market forecast information is 1904, and both service
levels equal 100%. Figure 10(b) is a comparison dia-
gram for demand-pull replenishment using and not

Figure 7. (a) Forecast line chart and (b) inventory comparison of the upward trend.

Table 4. Average stock comparison table for using and not using market forecast information of the upward trend.

MAPE 0% 50% 100% 150% 200% 250% 300%

1. Not using market forecast information 1853 1793 1868 1873 1865 1913 2653
2. Using market forecast information 1824 1726 1714 1579 1592 1492 2542
(1)�(2)

(1) 3100% 1.6% 3.7% 8.2% 15.7% 14.6% 22.0% 4.2%

MAPE: mean absolute percentage error.
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using market forecast information of the upward seaso-
nal trend. In this figure, the demand-pull replenishment
using market forecast information can keep inventory
similar or even slightly lower than original demand-pull
replenishment policy.

Table 7 is an average stock comparison table for
using and not using market forecast information in a
different forecast accuracy. The service levels of using
and not using market forecast information are both
100%. From Table 7, we can see that using market

forecast information can keep lower average stock in a
different forecast accuracy.

Situation 6: downward seasonal trend. Figure 11(a) is
the demand and the forecast line chart under the down-
ward seasonal trend generated by equation (12). The
solid line in this figure is the actual demand line chart,
demand base value base is 100, and demand decreases
one unit per period with time. Amplitude of the season
cycle variable is 30, cycle time is 26 weeks, the noise of

Figure 8. (a) Forecast line chart and (b) inventory comparison of the downward trend.

Table 5. Average stock comparison table for using and not using market forecast information of the downward trend.

MAPE 0% 50% 100% 150% 200% 250% 300%

1. Not using market forecast information 1934 1934 2262 2480 2581 1934 2396
2. Using market forecast information 1696 1672 1944 2378 2287 1658 2218
(1)�(2)

(1) 3100% 12.3% 13.5% 14.1% 4.1% 11.4% 14.3% 7.4%

MAPE: mean absolute percentage error.
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short-term demand variation is set to 10, average
demand is 51.2, and standard variation is 35.3. The
dotted line is the market forecast demand line chart,
and MAPE of market forecast information is 100%. In
such a demand and forecast accuracy, average stock
for using market forecast information is 596; average
stock for not using market forecast information is 647,
and both service levels equal 100%. Figure 11(b) is a
comparison diagram for demand-pull replenishment
using and not using market forecast information of a
downward seasonal trend. In this figure, the demand-

pull replenishment using market forecast information
reduces the demand quantity before reducing the inven-
tory buffer and keeps inventory lower to an appropri-
ate level.

Average stock comparison table for using and not
using market forecast information of the downward
seasonal trend is shown in Table 8. The service levels of
using and not using market forecast information are
both 100%. From Table 8, we can see that using mar-
ket forecast information can keep average stock lower
in a different forecast accuracy.

Figure 9. (a) Forecast line chart and (b) inventory comparison of the steady seasonal trend.

Table 6. Average stock comparison table for using and not using market forecast information of the steady seasonal trend.

MAPE 0% 50% 100% 150% 200% 250% 300%

1. Not using market forecast information 764 1018 1348 1201 1472 870 3620
2. Using market forecast information 727 913 1291 1051 1441 808 3468
(1)�(2)

(1) 3100% 4.8% 10.3% 4.2% 12.5% 2.1% 7.1% 4.2%

MAPE: mean absolute percentage error.
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Situation 7: product life cycle. This article divides
demand into four stages: introduction stage, growth
stage, maturity stage, and decline stage. The related set-
tings are in Table 9.

Figure 12(a) is the demand and the forecast line
chart for considering product life cycle. The solid line
in this figure is the actual demand line chart, average
demand is 565.36, and standard variation is 354.78.
The dotted line is the market forecast demand line
chart, and MAPE of market forecast information is

101.83%. The results showed that the average stock for
not using market forecast information is 968, and ser-
vice level is 47.89%. The average stock for using mar-
ket forecast information is 1481, and service level is
98.14%. It expresses that the demand-pull replenish-
ment using market forecast information can deal with
the demand of different stages than not using market
forecast information. The inventory comparison dia-
gram for considering product life cycle is shown in
Figure 12(b).

Figure 10. (a) Forecast line chart and (b) inventory comparison of the upward seasonal trend.

Table 7. Average stock comparison table for using and not using market forecast information of the upward seasonal trend.

MAPE 0% 50% 100% 150% 200% 250% 300%

1. Not using market forecast information 931 1224 1904 1513 3916 3827 7466
2. Using market forecast information 785 1199 1816 1486 3834 3785 7120
(1)�(2)

(1) 3100% 15.7% 2.0% 4.6% 1.8% 2.1% 1.1% 4.6%

MAPE: mean absolute percentage error.
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Average stock comparison table for using and not
using market forecast information in a different fore-
cast accuracy is shown in Table 10, and Table 11 repre-
sents the service level comparison table for using and
not using market forecast information. These tables

indicate that the average stock will gradually rise for
using and not using market forecast information fol-
lowing a greater forecast error. Higher average stock
can reach a higher service level of demand-pull replen-
ishment for not using market forecast information but

Figure 11. (a) Forecast line chart and (b) inventory comparison of the downward seasonal trend.

Table 8. Average stock comparison table for using and not using market forecast information of the downward seasonal trend.

MAPE 0% 50% 100% 150% 200% 250% 300%

1. Not using market forecast information 647 683 647 754 812 719 674
2. Using market forecast information 578 616 596 687 692 653 599
(1)�(2)

(1) 3100% 10.7% 9.8% 7.9% 8.9% 14.8% 9.2% 11.1%

MAPE: mean absolute percentage error.

Table 9. Parameters setting of simulated product life cycle.

Demand periods 1–25 26–50 51–75 76–104

N(m, s) N(100, 100) N(500, 150) N(900, 200) N(750, 200)
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only rises to about 87.14%. Then, demand-pull replen-
ishment for using market forecast information can
reach above a 98% service level in any forecast accu-
racy. It indicates that demand-pull replenishment for
using market forecast information can avoid being out
of stock.

This section simulated and compared the demand-
pull replenishment using and not using market forecast
information according to different demand patterns.
The results showed that the demand-pull replenishment
can achieve a better service level and average stock in a
more regular demand pattern, and using market

Figure 12. (a) Forecast line chart and (b) inventory comparison for considering product life cycle.

Table 10. Average stock comparison table for considering product life cycle.

MAPE 0% 50% 100% 150% 200% 250% 300%

Not using market forecast information 1036 2157 968 232 3282 3681 4725
Using market forecast information 1132 1255 1481 1265 2962 3853 4136

MAPE: mean absolute percentage error.

Table 11. Service level comparison table for considering product life cycle.

MAPE 0% 50% 100% 150% 200% 250% 300%

Not using market forecast information 53.94% 36.73% 47.89% 38.99% 84.46% 86.07% 87.14%
Using market forecast information 100.00% 99.51% 98.14% 97.92% 100.00% 100.00% 98.71%

MAPE: mean absolute percentage error.
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forecast information can help the average stock reduce.
Moreover, using market forecast information can help
the demand-pull replenishment avoid being out of stock
in a more irregular demand pattern. In a different fore-
cast accuracy, the demand-pull replenishment using
market forecast information can obtain a lower average
stock than not using market forecast information.

Conclusion

TOC proposed combining buffer management and
demand-pull replenishment to manage supply chain
inventory; it is simple and easy to implement than in
the past on practical applications. In the past studies,
the traditional demand-pull replenishment approach
appears to be out of stock in some larger demand varia-
tion situations. In order to solve this problem, this arti-
cle proposes integrating market demand forecast
information and demand-pull replenishment to improve
the inventory management effectiveness for long lead
times and large demand variations of wafer fabrication.
The proposed approach can enlarge the application
range of demand-pull replenishment to suit more
demand patterns. Besides utilizing buffer management
to adjust the buffer, it adjusts replenishment quantity
according to market forecast information before not
adjusting the amount of inventory buffer to advance in
response to changes in demand. In a different forecast
accuracy, the proposed approach is able to maintain
higher service levels and lower average stock in some
larger demand variation situations. Then, this article
analyzes demand and forecast data supplied by the
wafer manufacturing company and customers; the
results found that the use of market forecast informa-
tion can improve the service level and avoid being out
of stock.

Besides the discussion of the actual case, this article
used the findings by Zhao et al.,27 who proposed a
demand model and the influence of the product life
cycle to generate simulated demand, according to dif-
ferent simulation requirements to perform a simulation
analysis. After analyzing and comparing, the results
show that using market forecast information of
demand-pull replenishment can get a low average stock
than when not using market forecast information of
demand-pull replenishment. Furthermore, forecast
accuracy will be a critical influence factor for using
market forecast information of demand-pull
replenishment.
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